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ABSTRACT The reaction of molecules confined to two dimensions is of interest in cell adhesion, specifically for the reaction
between cell surface receptors and substrate-bound ligand. We have developed a model to describe the overall rate of
reaction of species that are bound to surfaces under relative motion, such that the Peclet number is order one or greater. The
encounter rate between reactive species is calculated from solution of the two-dimensional convection-diffusion equation.
The probability that each encounter will lead to binding depends on the intrinsic rate of reaction and the encounter duration.
The encounter duration is obtained from the theory of first passage times. We find that the binding rate increases with relative
velocity between the two surfaces, then reaches a plateau. This plateau indicates that the increase in the encounter rate is
counterbalanced by the decrease in the encounter duration as the relative velocity increases. The binding rate is fully
described by two dimensionless parameters, the Peclet number and the Damko¨hler number. We use this model to explain
data from the cell adhesion literature by incorporating these rate laws into “adhesive dynamics” simulations to model the
binding of a cell to a surface under flow. Leukocytes are known to display a “shear threshold effect” when binding
selectin-coated surfaces under shear flow, defined as an increase in bind rate with shear; this effect, as calculated here, is
due to an increase in collisions between receptor and ligand with increasing shear. The model can be used to explain other
published data on the effect of wall shear rate on the binding of cells to surfaces, specifically the mild decrease in binding
within a fixed area with increasing shear rate.
GLOSSARY
a encounter radius
C substrate surface ligand concentration
D relative diffusion coefficient
D1, D2 surface diffusivity of receptor and ligand
L view length
Lc radius of the contact region
E activation energy for reaction
Fs steric factor
Hc cut-off distance to define a reactive contact
region
h separation distance between plate and cell
ko perfect sink forward rate constant
kf intrinsic association rate constant
kin intrinsic reaction rate constant
kad observable adhesion rate constant
Nr number of receptors in contact region
Nu Nusselt number
P capture probability
Pe Peclet number
R cell radius
U translational velocity of cell
V relative velocity of the two surfaces
Greek symbols
 Damko¨hler number
 dimensionless encounter duration
 vibrational frequency during encounter
 encounter duration
 angular velocity of cell
INTRODUCTION
The reaction of molecules confined to two dimensions is of
interest in adhesion, tribology, and thin-film catalysis. The
adhesion between two surfaces where the interfacial force is
mediated by adhesive macromolecules (ligands and recep-
tors) on two surfaces can be found in many biological
processes that depend on cell adhesion, including thrombus
formation (Mustard et al., 1978), the inflammatory response
(Harlan, 1975; Osborn, 1990), lymphocyte homing (Berg et
al., 1989), cancer cell metastasis (Nicolson, 1988), and
cell-mediated immune reactions (Springer, 1990). Cell ad-
hesion requires first close contact between two cell surfaces
and then a biochemical reaction that leads to the formation
of tethers to link the two surfaces. In many cases, cell
adhesion occurs under conditions of flow in which one or
both cells are in motion. During close contact, there may be
a relative motion between two surfaces, and the magnitude
of this relative motion depends on the solutions of the
equations of motion for the cells and intervening fluid. The
effect of this relative motion on the overall rate of binding
between receptor and ligand is the main subject of this
article.
The binding between a cell-bound receptor and tethered
ligand under flow is mathematically similar to the binding
between a free ligand and a cell-bound receptor in the
presence of convective flow. Existing theories (Purcell,
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1978; Brunn, 1981; Glaser, 1993; Model and Omann, 1995)
focus mainly on solving the concentration profile for the
ligand molecules near the cell surface. This mathematical
approach may also be used to analyze the binding of solu-
tion ligands to surface-bound receptors in diagnostic de-
vices, such as the BIAcore machine (Myszka et al., 1998).
For the cases where the cell surfaces are partially reactive
(owing to the partial coverage of the cell surface by recep-
tors and finite reactivity of cell surface receptors), these
theories adopt the boundary condition that the net flux into
the surface is equal to the rate of reaction at the surface. In
these calculations, it has been assumed that the rate of
binding is first order in the local ligand concentration near
the cell, and that the intrinsic association rate constant
between receptors and ligands is independent of flow. This
type of partially absorbing boundary condition was first
proposed by Collins and Kimball (1949). However, the
Collins-Kimball treatment does not allow for the possibility
that the association rate constant depends on the relative
velocity of the reactants. Because the residence time needed
for a ligand to stay sufficiently close to a surface-bound
receptor decreases with increasing velocity, the rate of
transport may affect the “reactivity” of receptor and ligand,
and thus the Collins-Kimball boundary condition is not
sufficiently robust for this problem. In the case of a solvated
ligand binding to a cell surface receptor, the relative veloc-
ity between a ligand and the surface will likely not affect the
probability of reaction, owing to the no-slip boundary con-
dition for a fluid near a surface (Brunn, 1981). However, in
the case where receptors and ligands are both tethered to
surfaces, the relative motion between ligands and receptors
is dictated by the motion of the surfaces. For a sphere in
shear flow near a wall in the low Reynolds number flow,
solution of Stokes equations indicates a substantial slip
velocity between the particle and the surface (Goldman et
al., 1967). Thus with respect to wall-attached ligand, the
sphere-tethered receptors in the region of contact should
have a higher relative velocity than free stream ligands at
the same flow condition. To determine the effect of this
relative velocity on binding, we should compare its magni-
tude with the lateral diffusivity of receptors. Defining a
Peclet number Pe by (radius of the receptor)(relative veloc-
ity)/(lateral diffusivity), we can estimate the ratio of con-
vection to diffusion. For a typical cell size of 10 m, the
relative slip velocity at a shear rate of 60–200 1/s is 0.4–
1.3 cm/min (Goldman et al., 1967). Given typical values for
the lateral diffusivity (1010 cm2/s) and radius of the recep-
tor (107 cm), the Peclet number is 6–20. This indicates
that the convection should be important—in fact, domi-
nant—in affecting the rate of binding for surface-bound
receptors.
Previous theoretical studies (Xia et al., 1993) have con-
centrated on the effects of flow on the collision rate between
cells and a glass surface. Little attention has been paid to the
microscopic factors that control receptor-ligand binding ki-
netics after the collision. Potanin and colleagues did include
the relative velocity in their rate expression to model cell
coagulation (Potanin et al., 1993). However, their estima-
tion of the rate of formation of encounter complexes is a
sum of the contribution from convection (high Pe) and the
one from diffusion (low Pe). For cases where Pe is O(1–10),
the estimation obtained by superposition is not likely to be
correct. In performing calculations with convection-depen-
dent reaction rate, terms that depend on the relative velocity
between surfaces are suppressed (Potanin et al., 1993). Thus
the effect of relative motion on close-contact duration can-
not be revealed from their work. Our work represents an
improvement over this approach, as we explicitly calculate
the effect of Pe on the rate of reaction and incorporate this
dependency into calculations of adhesion.
It is common to use flow chamber assays to study adhe-
sion mediated by cell surface receptors (Lawrence and
Springer, 1991; Tempelman and Hammer, 1994; Goetz et
al., 1994; Brunk et al., 1996; von Andrian et al., 1995;
Finger et al., 1996). In selectin systems, a curious phenom-
enon called the “shear threshold effect” has recently been
elucidated (Finger et al., 1996). In it, the rate of tether
formation between the traveling cell and the ligand-coated
surface appears to increase with shear rate up to a critical
value of shear rate, then decreases with further increases in
shear rate. The seemingly perplexing aspect of the shear
threshold effect is the increase in attachment rate with shear
rate. In this paper, we explain that increasing shear rate
leads to an increase in the rate of encounter between recep-
tor and ligand, up to a maximum at which the collision rate
equals the departure rate. Thus if the reaction between
receptor and ligand is controlled by transport, then one
should see an increase in binding with shear at low shear
rates, precisely as is seen in the shear threshold effect
(Finger et al., 1996).
In systems that display firm adhesion, most of the data on
adhesion as a function of fluid velocity indicate that the
extent of cell attachment decreases with fluid velocity
(Lawrence et al., 1990; Lawrence and Springer, 1991; Lus-
cinskas et al., 1994; Tempelman and Hammer, 1994;
Melder et al., 1995; Moore et al., 1995; Swift et al., 1998).
The extent of cell attachment involves factors such as the
intrinsic rate of association between cell surface receptors
and substrate ligand, as well as the size of the field of
microscopic observation and the relative velocity of sur-
faces. Because the extent of adhesion only partially depends
upon the intrinsic association rate, one should not conclude
that the intrinsic rate of association between molecules
decreases with increasing fluid velocity. As the fluid flow
rate increases, the time needed for each cell to pass through
the field of view decreases, and the duration of encounter
must be taken into account in determining the intrinsic
association rate. Furthermore, measurements of the levels of
association from the net number of cells bound must take
into consideration dissociation of cells from surfaces, which
contributes to the total mass balance of binding.
We find that most experiments designed to measure the
intrinsic association rate, including our own (Tempelman
and Hammer, 1994), have not properly taken these factors
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into account (Pierres et al., 1994; Finger et al., 1996). This
failure comes from two sources: 1) failing to account for the
decrease in transit time through a fixed field of view as the
flow rate increases, and 2) failing to properly account for the
rate of encounter between receptors and ligands when a cell
is moving relative to a fixed surface. In this paper, we
correct these deficiencies, which will provide a basis for the
improved interpretation of experimental data. In addition,
we improve adhesive dynamics, a simulation method for
cell adhesion (Hammer and Apte, 1992), by incorporating
into the method the proper expression for the rate of binding
as a function of fluid velocity. The net effect of our effort is
a more accurate quantitative understanding of cell attach-
ment under flow.
THEORY
Fig. 1 illustrates the coordinate system that governs our
calculation. Conceptually, surface 2 is a ligand-coated sub-
strate, and surface 1 is the bottom surface of a receptor-
coated cell. We model receptor-ligand binding as a two-step
process, requiring encounter and reaction. During the en-
counter, two molecules are brought to adjacent positions.
After the encounter, the molecules react, which involves
quasivibrational adjustments of receptor and ligand config-
urations and is assumed to be independent of transport. The
collision (transport) is caused by the relative motion of
surfaces and the lateral diffusion of each molecule on the
surfaces. We can determine the encounter rate by solving
the convection-diffusion equation with appropriate bound-
ary conditions. We choose an arbitrary receptor on the cell
(surface 1) as our target molecule and locate the origin of
our coordinate system at this molecule. The separation
distance between these two surfaces is sufficiently small
that the molecules on both sides can react with each other.
With respect to this target receptor, ligands on surface 2
behave as if they are under convective motion with a con-
stant velocity V. In addition, the reactive molecules may
diffuse on their surfaces; for example, the receptors on
surface 1 may diffuse in the plane of the membrane. Be-
cause the ligands and receptors are restricted to parallel
surfaces, this problem is two-dimensional. Therefore the
concentration, C(r), of ligand molecules on surface 2 at r
relative laterally to the position of the target receptor is
assumed to satisfy a 2-D convection-diffusion equation,
D2Cr	 V  Cr	 0 (1)
where D is the relative diffusion coefficient, equaling to the
sum of the surface self-diffusivities D1 and D2 for the target
receptor and ligand, respectively.
Applying the Smoluchowski theory (1917), the flux J
through the reactive circle of radius a corresponding to a
cell surface receptor is related to the forward rate constant
for encounter, ko, as
J koC (2)
where C is the average surface concentration of ligand.
We first calculate the flux that includes any particle
reaching separation distance a for the first time. This is
equivalent to assigning a perfect sink condition on the
boundary r 
 a (appropriate for calculating the encounter
rate). With boundary conditions
Cr	 C at r  (3)
Cr	 0 at r a, (4)
The dimensionless flux can be described in dimensionless
form as the Nusselt number, Nu 
 J/DC,
Nu 2 I0Pe/2	K0Pe/2		 2 n
1

1	n
InPe/2	
KnPe/2	 (5)
where Pe is the Peclet number defined as Va/D, and In, Kn
are modified Bessel functions of the second kind. We plot
Nu as a function of Pe in Fig. 2. From Eq. 2 and the
definition of Nu, the perfect sink forward rate constant is
given by ko 
 DNu, with Nu given by the solution of Eq.
FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the system. The target molecule (open
circle) is chosen to be on surface 1 and as the origin of the coordinate
system. Molecules on surface 1 and surface 2 are assumed to have lateral
Brownian motion, which is characterized by diffusion coefficients D1 and
D2, respectively. The two surfaces move parallel to each other with a
relative velocity V.
FIGURE 2 The calculated Nusselt number as a function of the Peclet
number. The solid curve corresponds to the numerical values of Eq. 5; the
dashed curves correspond to asymptotic approximations at low and high
Pe. The inset gives a clear view at low Pe.
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2. Fig. 2 indicates that the first encounter rate increases with
the relative velocity of the two surfaces. For the case where
Pe  1, Nu is given asymptotically as 2/(ln(4/Pe)  
),
where 
 is Euler’s constant, 0.577. . . Careful consideration
must be given to the case where there is no convection (V
or Pe 
 0). In this limit, the encounter is controlled purely
by diffusion and Nu is given, Nu
 2/ln(b/a) (DeLisi, 1980;
Lauffenburger and Linderman, 1993), where b is one-half of
the mean distance between ligand. This alternative expres-
sion should be used to describe the encounter when Pe 
1. For example, when b/a 
 10, the valve of Pe that makes
Nu obtained from Eq. 5 equal to 2/ln(b/a) is 0.2. Therefore
as Pe  0.2, Nu should be the constant obtained from the
expression 2/ln(b/a). When Pe  1, the asymptotic value
of Nu is 2Pe/. As one would expect, the encounter rate
increases linearly with relative velocity. The asymptote at
high Pe displayed in Fig. 2 shows a poor agreement with
values calculated from Eq. 5. From scaling analysis, the
next correction term of the asymptotic approximation is
O(Pe1/3), which represents a significant factor as Pe in-
creases. This explains the discrepancy between the exact
and asymptotic solutions at high Pe.
Because not every encounter leads to binding, we need to
obtain the probability P that a colliding receptor-ligand pair
will ultimately react. To calculate P, we assume that during
each encounter the target receptor will take the reaction
position and establish meaningful collisions at any position
inside the reactive circle (r 
 a) with equal probability.
After the encounter, the fate of the engaged ligand will be
either to bind the target receptor or to pass over it. Therefore
P is the probability that a binding event occurs before the
ligand has left the circle. Here we use the formula
P kin/kin	 1/	 (6)
to approximate this probability (Moore and Pearson, 1981),
where  is the averaged duration of an encounter and kin is
the probability, per unit time, that a nearby receptor-ligand
pair will lead to binding. This is the intrinsic reaction rate,
which depends upon the vibrational motion of the receptor
and ligand, which occurs at a frequency . Reaction occurs
when the vibrational energy exceeds the activation energy
for reaction, E. Thus the intrinsic rate kin is given as
Fse
E/kT, where Fs is a steric factor and kT is the thermal
energy. Because kin is assumed not to depend on relative
motion, we treat it as a constant in our analysis.
There are limits in which Eq. 6 may not strictly apply.
The inverse of the frequency  indicates the minimum time
of close proximity for two molecules needed for a reaction
to occur. Therefore if the maximum duration time, i.e.,
2a/V, is less than 1/, the probability P should equal zero
identically. This corresponds to the case where the relative
velocity is so high that not a single binding event can
happen, regardless of the observation time. However, the
general dynamic feature that P 3 0 as kin 3 0 is retained
in Eq. 6.
To obtain P, next we need to calculate the duration of
each encounter . The first passage time approach (Szabo et
al., 1980; Gardiner, 1990) gives the average time, T(r),
needed for a particle initially at position r inside a certain
region to reach the boundary for the first time. Because we
have assumed that collisions could occur at any location
inside the circle of radius a surrounding the receptor,  is the
mean value of T(r), where one takes the average over the
circle. We neglect changes in duration caused by molecules
reentering the region and focus on the escape of a single
molecule. To obtain T(r) by the first passage time approach,
we start from the backward Fokker-Planck equation,
pr, tr, 0	
t
 V  rpr, tr, 0		 Dr2pr, tr, 0	, (7)
where p(r, tr, 0) is the conditional probability density
function, which denotes the probability of the particle being
at position r given that it is at r at t 
 0. Then with an
absorbing boundary condition to characterize the disappear-
ance of the particle from the disk, i.e., p(r, tr, 0) 
 0 at
r 
 a, Eq. 7 gives the probability that a particle will not
leave the circle in a time t. Thus the probability W(r, t) that
the particle is still inside the circle at time t is
Wr, t	 
ra
pr, tr, 0	dr. (8)
Integrating Eq. 7 with respect to r, one finds that W(r, t)
satisfies the equation
Wr, t	
t
 V  rWr, t		 Dr
2Wr, t	, (9)
with the initial condition W(r, 0) 
 1 and the boundary
condition W(r, t) 
 0 at r 
 a. Now let the time when the
particle leaves the circle starting at r be T(r). Notice that the
event {T(r) t} takes place if and only if the particle is still
inside the circle at time t; thus,
PTr	 tWr, t	. (10)
Now we can compute the mean of T(r), namely, the mean
first passage time,
Tr	  
0

t
Wr, t	
t
dt. (11)
After integration by parts, it can be shown that
Tr	 
0

Wr, t	dt. (12)
Hence, by further integrating Eq. 9 with respect to time, we
obtain the differential equation
V  rTr		 Dr
2Tr	1 (13)
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with the boundary condition T(r) 
 0 at r 
 a. Similar
to the methods used for solving Eq. 1 (see Appendix A), the
solution for Eq. 13 in polar coordinates is
Tr, 	 expr cos 	 
n
0

AnInr	cos n 
r cos 
V
(14)
where  
 V/2D, In is the modified Bessel function of the
second kind, and An’s are
A0
a
V
I1a	
I0a	
(15)
An
a
V
In1a		 In1a	
Ina	
for n 0. (16)
Hence, the average duration of an encounter is
 

ra
Tr, 	r dr d
a2

a
VI1a	3I0a	
 
n
1

1	n1
In1a	In1a	In1a		 In1a		
Ina	 
(17)
We also obtain the values of  for two limiting values of Pe.
When Pe 1,  a2/8D. As Pe 1,  8a/3V. Now
introducing a dimensionless duration time, :
 /a2/D	

1
PeI1Pe/2	3I0Pe/2	
	 
n
1

1	n1
In1Pe/2	In1Pe/2	In1Pe/2		 In1Pe/2		
InPe/2	 
(18)
Thus  is a function of Pe only. We plot  as a function of
Pe in Fig. 3.
Defining a dimensionless Damko¨hler number,  

a2kin/D, we can express the probability of binding, P, as
P /1	 	 (19)
The effective reaction rate then becomes
kf koPDNuP. (20)
Note that if   1, the reaction is transport limited, with
P  1 and kf  ko. If   1, then P  , and the
reaction is reaction limited (kf 
 DNu). With increas-
ing Pe (relative velocity) the reaction will become reaction
limited. We plot the nondimensionalized rate constant kf/D
at different values of  as a function of Pe in Fig. 4. The
reaction rate increases with Pe (relative velocity) and then
reaches a plateau. This indicates that convection enhances
the rate of collision and hence reaction. Although the reac-
tion rate reaches a steady value at high Pe, we note that this
steady value is dictated by  (the intrinsic reaction rate).
Moreover, the asymptotic value for kf/D is reached at lower
values of Pe when  is lower. In the next section we apply
our theory to cell adhesion and compare it with the exper-
iments by Pierres et al. (1994) and Tempelman (1993).
FIGURE 3 The dimensionless duration time, , is plotted as a function
of the Peclet number. The solid curve corresponds to the numerical values
of Eq. 18; the dashed curves correspond to the asymptotes at low and high
Pe. The low Pe region is shown in the inset.
FIGURE 4 The dimensionless forward rate constant, kf/D, is plotted as a
function of Pe for four different Damkohler numbers, , according to Eq.
20. Dashed curves are asymptotes at high Pe.
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APPLICATION TO DYNAMIC CELL ADHESION
UNDER FLOW
For cells adhering to a flat surface under flow, a cell surface
adhesion receptor is our target molecule on surface 1, i.e.,
the cell surface. We assume that this surface in the region of
contact is locally flat, with a radius of the cell R much larger
than the molecular length. Surface 2 is the flat substrate
surface. A cut-off distance Hc is assigned to define this
contact region, such that only receptors inside the contact
region are able to contact and bind to the ligand on the flat
surface. Thus the target molecule on surface 1 becomes
active only when it is inside the contact region. This con-
ceptualization does not require that the membrane be flat.
The “contact zone” includes all receptors at the cell surface
that are close enough to bind the substrate.
The relative velocity between the two surfaces, V, can be
calculated from hydrodynamic theory. Only Vx, the compo-
nent parallel to the surface, is needed. Consider a cell
moving with a translational velocity U in the x direction and
with an angular velocity  in the y direction in a shear flow
as illustrated in Fig. 5. The relative velocity, Vx, between the
target molecule and surface 2 is the slip velocity of the
sphere, U  R. Although the relative velocity depends on
the location of the target receptor (due to the curvature of
the surfaces), here we have assumed, during the time when
the target receptor is in the contact region, that the relative
velocity is constant. The slip velocity of the cell before the
formation of a single bond is constant and only depends on
the gap distance h and shear rate. In the experiments of
Pierres et al. (1994) and Tempelman (1993), the transla-
tional velocities of cells at different shear rates were mea-
sured. With an estimated h/R value of 0.005, hydrodynamic
theory for motion of a sphere near a wall predicts that the
ratio R/U is 0.53 (Goldman et al., 1967). Therefore the
slip velocity is 0.47U.
Because of cell rotation, a receptor will only be in the
contact zone for a finite time. The time  is valid only if it
is smaller than the average time for a receptor to stay inside
the contact zone. The average duration of a receptor inside
the contact region is Lc/Vx, where Lc is on the scale of the
radius of the contact region. Because /a/Vx is smaller than
1 for all Pe according to Eq. 18, /Lc/Vx is less than a/Lc.
Thus the estimated value of a/Lc is 0.04. Thus Lc/Vx is a
much larger time than the escape time , and thus this
calculation is unaffected by receptor rotation through the
contact zone.
Comparison to the experiment of Pierres et al.
In this work, lymphoid cells bearing CD8 molecules were
driven along an anti-CD8-coated surface by a shear flow.
The effect of shear rate on cell arrest frequency was studied
in one set of experiments. The binding percentage (%
bound) is found to decrease as the shear rate increases.
Because the time needed for cells to move across the mi-
croscope field of view decreases with increasing shear rate,
the intrinsic rate constant for adhesion must be deduced
from the data. To compare with the theory, we first need to
extract an overall or observable adhesion rate constant kad
from them. Assuming the binding to be a first-order reac-
tion, the number of bound cells Nb should obey the rate law,
dNb
dt
 kadN0 Nb	 (21)
where N0 is the total number of cells available to bind. With
the initial condition Nb(t 
 0) 
 0, Eq. 21 gives Nb(t)/N0 

1  exp(kadt). In these experiments we are comparing
with, the time of observation is not given explicitly. Each
test cell was followed along the chamber floor until it exited
the microscope field. The reaction time for a typical exper-
iment should equal the time needed for each cell to pass
through the microscope field. Given the view length L (215
m) and cell velocity U, the percentage of cells attaching to
the surface at the end of the experiment should be 1 
exp(kadL/U). Thus kad can be obtained by a simple ma-
nipulation of the binding percentage, i.e., kad 
 U/
Lln(1  % bound). By reconstructing the % bound versus
shear rate data from the work of Pierres et al. (1994), kad is
plotted as a function of Pe in Fig. 6. In this calculation, the
Peclet number is 0.47Ua/D, where the receptor diffusivity D
is taken to be 7.0  1011 cm2/s (Letourneur et al., 1990),
and the reactive radius a is 2.0 107 cm (Springer, 1990).
As shown in Fig. 6, the observable adhesion rate constant
increases with relative velocity. This result should confirm
qualitatively the conclusion from our analysis that the rate
of adhesion can increase with increasing relative velocity.
However, to assess the approximations made in our theory,
we should compare quantitatively with the theory. The main
objectives are to obtain the intrinsic association rate con-
stant and the effective ligand density that give results con-
sistent with adhesion data and to compare them with exper-
imental values determined independently. In addition, we
may elucidate whether the binding is reaction limited or
transport limited.
Using the estimated values of D and a, the effective rate
constant kf for binding between receptor and ligand can be
readily obtained from Eq. 20 with one parameter kin. The
FIGURE 5 Schematic view of a cell adhering to a flat surface under
flow.
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problem now is to relate kf of a single receptor to the overall
rate constant kad, which describes the rate of binding of a
single cell. We assume that there is a constant number of
receptors inside the contact region, Nr, available for binding.
Each receptor is assumed to be independent and identical.
The relation between kf and kad can be approximated as
kad kfCNr (22)
where C is the surface ligand concentration. Because of the
absence of sufficient data in kin and Nr, we use the reported
value of C (
 410 molecules/m
2) and set Nr 
 1 to
obtain kin by matching with the experiment. The results are
shown in Fig. 6. Given these values of C and Nr, we find
that values of kin between 23 and 27 1/s give acceptable
agreement with the adhesion data. These values are rela-
tively low compared to typical antigen-antibody interactions
(Mason and Williams, 1986). There are two possible rea-
sons for this discrepancy. Either kin is this low, because of
a low value of Fs, the steric factor, or C, the ligand
concentration, is lower than reported. Low values of both Fs
and C would have a similar origin—potential reactants
present in unfavorable configurations, perhaps adversely
affected by flow, reducing the potential for binding. An
alternative would be to determine a value of C that gives
an acceptable agreement with data at a fixed kin. If kin
 10
4
1/s, the essential ligand concentration is 1.2–1.6  108/
m2, 100-fold less than the reported value (Pierres et al.,
1994). Therefore to obtain good agreement between theory
and experiment, we find that either the density of accessible
ligand is far below that reported or that the intrinsic reaction
rate is far below that found for typical antigen-antibody
pairs. The idea that effective ligand density might be far
below the reported value has been cited before (Kuo and
Lauffenburger, 1993). An additional insight we obtain from
these experiments is that  must be between 0.7 and
0.0003 to fit the data. Therefore   1 for all combina-
tions of parameters that give good agreement with experi-
ment, suggesting that binding in this system is reaction
limited and that most collisions between receptors and li-
gands will not lead to successful binding.
Comparison to the experiment of Tempelman
and Hammer
In the experiments of Tempelman and Hammer (1994),
adhesion was mediated by binding between cell-bound IgE
and surface antigen. Rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cells
were preincubated with anti-dinitrophenol IgE antibody so
that antibodies are bound to RBL cell surface Fc receptors
through the Fc portion of IgE. The substrate surface was
prepared by covalently attaching 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP)
to a thin polyacrylamide gel. This system is well character-
ized in that the kinetics and affinity of binding between
DNP and anti-DNP IgE have been measured (Tempelman
and Hammer, 1994).
In these experiments, cells were allowed to settle on to a
portion of the gel without DNP, and then cells were
counted. Then buffer flow was directed into the chamber,
and the cells were displaced on to the antigen-coated portion
of the gel, after which the cells that bound to the gel were
counted. To obtain the overall binding rate, the percentage
of binding is needed. With the batch mode perfusion pro-
cedure, there is some uncertainty in the denominator of the
binding percentage, i.e., the total number of cells that are
available for binding, because some portion of the settled
cells may be disturbed by the flow to higher streamlines,
such that they will not be in contact with the bottom surface
during part or all of the perfusion. However, according to
the spatial pattern of the bound cells, cells stop binding to
the bottom surface two to three fields of view before the end
of the chamber (Tempelman, 1993); we assume that all of
the bound cells are the ones have access to the bottom
surface. With this assumption we can extract the overall rate
constant from the spatial locations of the adherent cells.
From Eq. 21, the cumulative percentage of binding at
time t is 1  exp(kadt). Let x be the distance at which a
cell has bound from the location of the non-DNP/DNP
interface. The time t can be represented as x/U. Thus the
cumulative percentage of binding up to position x, B(x), is
1  exp(kadx/U). A least-squares curve fit on the ln(1 
B(x)) versus x plot is performed to determine kad/U. We
have applied the same procedure to experiments at different
shear rates to obtain the corresponding values of kad/U.
Three such plots are shown in Fig. 7.
Substituting the measured cell velocities at different shear
rates, we plot the calculated kad as a function of Peclet
number, where a
 107 cm and the lateral diffusivity D for
the Fc receptor is 2  1010 cm2/s (Tempelman and Ham-
mer, 1994). As illustrated in Fig. 8, the calculated kad also
increases with shear rate. Using the estimated intrinsic rate
FIGURE 6 Comparison of theoretically calculated overall adhesion rate
constants with the experimental values reported by Pierres et al. (1994).
The two solid curves (— and --) give the range of CNr (1.2–1.6  10
8
1/cm2) for kin
 1.0 10
4 1/s; the dashed curve and the dotted curve mark
the range of kin (23.0–27.0 1/s) for CNr 
 4.1  10
10 1/cm2.
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constant (4.1  106 1/s), the fitting result gives the product
NrC, 20–25  10
6 1/cm2. The experiment reports the
product to be 1.4  1012 1/cm2 (Nr  40, C  3.6  10
10
1/cm2) (Tempelman and Hammer, 1994), which is 105
larger than that required to match the result. In contrast,
substituting the NrC value reported in experiment into the
present theory, the theory is not able to match experiment.
We suspect that because of the porosity of the gel, most
DNP molecules in the gel may not be accessible to cell-
bound antibodies. We find that the best match of data to our
theory is for kin 
 2.0  10
5 1/s, and NrC 
 5.0  10
7
1/cm2. That is, both the intrinsic reaction rate and the ligand
density are smaller than reported in the original paper, to
give good agreement between theory and experiment. In
contrast to the work by Pierres et al. (1994), the parameter
 is 1 and decreases from 23 to 4 as shear rate increases,
indicating that the binding is transport limited. In the trans-
port limit, the rate constant for binding increases more
rapidly with Pe than in the reaction limit.
Comparison to the experiments of
Wattenbarger et al.
In these experiments, the adhesion of glycophorin-coated
liposomes to wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)-coated surfaces
was measured in a flow chamber. The adhesion events
displayed by individual liposomes were recorded. Lipo-
somes with low glycophorin concentration were observed to
stick and release many times while traveling down the
chamber. The adhesion was quantified by using a sticking
probability, the inverse of the number of adhesive contacts
a liposome makes with the surface before it permanently
adheres. The sticking probability decreases as the shear rate
increases from 5 1/s to 22 1/s. However, the decrease in the
sticking probability is not equivalent to a decrease in the
binding rate. To determine the binding rate, we must know
the average time interval between adhesive contacts, which
was not given. However, after making several assumptions
about how the experiments were carried out, we can come
to some conclusions about the trend in the adhesion rate
with shear rate.
The main assumption is that when a liposome binds
permanently, it does so at the rear of the field of view. We
also assume that the liposome is in contact with the surface
during its entire transit during the field of view. For a
sticking probability less than 1, a liposome must stop at least
once before adhering permanently. For a fixed field of view,
a decrease in sticking probability suggests that the lipo-
somes travel farther between tethers. However, the distance
traveled between tethers is also proportional to the shear
rate. Thus, the binding rate, which is the (number of sticking
events)/(mean interacting time) is proportional to the shear
rate/sticking probability. (Note that the binding rate is not
always proportional to this ratio, but only when subject to
the constraint that the liposome must bind permanently by
the end of the transit through the field of view.) For the
binding rate to decrease with the shear rate, the sticking
probability must be increasing faster than the shear rate.
However, at shear rates of 5, 10, and 22 1/s, the ratio of
shear rate to sticking probability follows the trend, 5.61,
12.5, and 48.9 1/s, respectively. Thus the apparent binding
rate is increasing as shear rate increases, consistent with the
qualitative predictions made in this paper.
Note that if the liposome is not in contact with the surface
for the entire transit, but ultimately adheres before it leaves
the field of view, the liposome must bind permanently after
a shorter period of contact time with the surface as the shear
rate increases. In other words, the adhesion rate will go up
with shear rate more sharply than predicted above. So this
assumption does not adversely affect our conclusions.
FIGURE 7 The plots of cumulative percentage adhesion, B(x), for three
different shear rates from measurement reported by Tempelman (1993). To
obtain the overall adhesion rate constant, ln(1  B(x)) is plotted as a
function of x, the distance from the interface. Slopes give the values of
kad/U.
FIGURE 8 Comparison of theoretically calculated overall adhesion rate
constants with the experimental values reported by Tempelman (1993).
The solid curve and the dotted curve mark the range of CNr (2.0–2.5 
107 1/cm2) for kin 
 4.1  10
6 1/s.
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APPLICATION TO ADHESIVE DYNAMICS
Hammer and Apte (1992) developed a numerical method,
adhesive dynamics, that simulates the interaction between a
single cell and a ligand-coated surface under flow. In mod-
eling adhesion, the receptor/ligand separation distance was
considered to be the only factor to affect the forward reac-
tion rate explicitly. Other factors such as diffusivity, size
and orientation of the binding site, and surrounding solution
are combined into a single parameter, the intrinsic rate of
reaction. These calculations did not consider the effect of
convection on the transport of ligand and receptors. Thus
the transport was modeled assuming Pe  0. Clearly, given
the rates of flow, Pe  O(1–10), this effect should be
incorporated into the rates of reaction. Therefore, as an
improvement of the method, we have incorporated the cor-
rect rate expression into adhesive dynamics. Here we use a
simpler model to describe the dependence of the forward
rate on the receptor/ligand separation distance. Let di be the
separation distance between the substrate surface and the
position on the cell surface to which receptor i is attached,
and Hc be a cut-off separation distance to define the reactive
contact region (see Fig. 5). When di  Hc, the receptor i is
reactive with kf 
 DNuP (Eq. 20). If di  Hc, receptor i
is not reactive. Because the purpose of this work is to study
the forward reaction, once a tether is formed between the
cell and the surface, the cell is defined as adherent and the
simulation stops. This is valid for low shear rates, such as
those used by Pierres et al. (1994) and Tempelman and
Hammer (1994). Otherwise, our implementation of adhe-
sive dynamics is as before (Hammer and Apte, 1992; Chang
and Hammer, 1996). Here we present a set of simulation
data from this improved method. In this set of simulations,
most of the parameters are the same as our previous work
(Chang and Hammer, 1996). The parameters that are
changed or important for this work are listed in Table 1.
For each shear rate, 100 cells are tested numerically. The
percentage of cells that adhere to the surface is plotted as a
function of shear rate in Fig. 9. Adhesion data shown in Fig.
9 demonstrate the commonly observed trend that adhesion
percentage decreases with increasing shear rate. Thus even
as the forward rate increases with increasing flow rate, the
decrease in the passage time leads to a decrease in binding
with flow rate. Because the forward rate increases with
increasing shear, adhesion in Fig. 9 decreases only modestly
with increasing shear. A flat tail has been observed in the
experiment of Pierres et al. (1994) and may thus be recog-
nized as the signature of an increasing forward rate constant
with increasing shear rate. The cumulative percentage of
binding up to position x, B(x), for each shear rate is pre-
sented in Fig. 10. The function 1  B(x) turns out to be an
exponential function of x. Thus the first-order reaction
kinetics is preserved in our simulations.
Finally, using the adhesive dynamics simulation data
generated in Figs. 9 and 10, we illustrate several methods
for deducing the intrinsic adhesion rate constant kad. The
results are listed in Table 2. From the parameters used in the
simulations, an analytic kad for each shear rate can be
obtained by multiplying NrC by the value of kf calculated
according to the analytic theory presented in this paper (Eq.
20). Nr is estimated as the average number of receptors
inside the contact region (Nr 
 13.1), and C is a known
input to the simulations. This analytic result for kf is given
TABLE 1 The parameters used in the simulation
Parameter Definition Value
Rc Cell radius 4.5 mm
Nr Receptor number 20,000
 Bond length 20 nm
Hc Cut-off distance 30 nm
kin Intrinsic rate constant 1000 1/s
D Surface diffusivity 1010 cm2/s
L View length 0.1 cm
C Ligand concentration 10
8 #/cm2
FIGURE 9 Adhesive dynamics simulation results of the total adhesion at
different shear rates.
FIGURE 10 ln(1  B(x)) is plotted as a function of x for five different
shear rates. B(x) is the cumulative percentage of binding up to position x
obtained from simulations. Slopes give the values of kad/U.
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in the last column of Table 2. Alternatively, kad can be
extracted according to the formula kad 
 U/Lln(1  %
bound) from data on “% bound” given in Fig. 9. Both sets
of kad agree well with the analytic values, except at higher
shear rates, where there is statistical error due to low levels
of adhesion. Therefore, there are several adequate methods
at one’s disposal for determining the kinetics of adhesion
accurately from experimental data, and the analytic method
proposed in this paper would also be quite accurate.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A simple analysis of the motion of a cell near a surface in
a hydrodynamic shear fluid indicates that at shear rates
typically used in cell adhesion experiments (1  1000 1/s),
there is a substantial convective or slip velocity in the
interface between cell and surface that will affect the bind-
ing between receptor and ligand (Goldman et al., 1967). The
Peclet number, which compares the effects of lateral motion
of receptors to the diffusion of receptors in the plane of the
membrane, is O(1) or greater, suggesting that convection is
important or dominates the collision between cell surface
receptors and substrate ligand. In this paper we calculated
quantitatively the effect this convection has on the rate of
collision and the overall rate of reaction of cell bound
receptors to ligands. We illustrate that increasing the rela-
tive velocity between surfaces increases the encounter rate
but decreases the collision duration, and we predict that
when relative velocity increases, the forward rate constant
will go up and then reach a plateau as these two effects
counterbalance each other. Experimental results show a
qualitative agreement with our prediction. To compare with
experiments as a verification of the theory, we provide two
methods to extract the rate constant for biological adhesion
from experimental data. Hopefully, those methods will be
useful at extracting a meaningful kinetic rate constant from
adhesion experiments.
For flow chamber experiments, the quantity measured to
describe cell adhesion is usually the number of cells bound
per unit of time or the number of cells bound per unit time
per unit area, which can be divided by the total amount of
test cells to normalize the data. However, these quantities
are not objective measures of the reactivity of the receptor/
ligand pair. They depend on the measurement method and
only provide a relative measure within the same set of
experiments. For example, the percentage of cells bound,
obtained by measuring the number of cells bound after a
period of time divided by the total number of cells passing
a specific microscope field, depends on the length of the
field. Furthermore, the dependence on the length of the field
cannot be removed by dividing the length of the measure-
ment field, because binding is not linearly proportional to
the length. As an alternative, the overall association rate
constant kad, which must be carefully extracted from adhe-
sion data, can serve as a proper index for the binding
between cells and surfaces (Swift et al., 1998).
In this paper we have approximated the overall reaction
of receptor and ligand as a two-step process involving
transport and reaction. Although a transport reaction equa-
tion can be solved analogously to obtain an alternative
expression of the forward rate constant, it is not as illustra-
tive as the two-step formalism. Nevertheless, we present it
for completeness in Appendix B. The two-step formalism
has been used often in the past (Bell, 1978) and implies that
distinct physical processes are involved in each step. How-
ever, it is easy to imagine that this compartmentalized
conceptualization might break down. Specifically, one
might imagine that convective transport may act to alter the
shape and the orientation of the reactive molecules on a
microscopic length scale in a way that alters their ability to
react. In our formalism, this would correspond to a value of
kin that is a decreasing function of U. Calculating a priori
how kin might depend on U would require sophisticated
molecular dynamics techniques. In comparing our method
with adhesive data, we find that values of kin that are smaller
than measured in quiescent solution (for the same freely
diffusing ligand binding to a receptor) might be needed to
explain the decrease in kad with shear rate (Finger et al.,
1996), which suggests that kin is adversely affected by
convection.
In the two-step kinetic scheme
R	 LL|;
k
k
R  LL|;
kin
koff
RL
our theory presents exact solutions of the encounter rate k
and disengagement rate k 
 1/t under the condition where
the molecular transport is mediated by diffusion and con-
vection simultaneously. The previous work that considered
the effect of relative movement of receptors and ligand
approximated these two rates by simply adding the contri-
bution from diffusion to the one from convection (Potanin et
al., 1993), i.e., k 
 k (diffusion)  k(convection) and
k 
 k(diffusion)  k(convection). According to this
TABLE 2 Simulation results
Shear rate
(1/s)
Cell velocity
(104 cm/s) % bound
kad (1/s)
(kad 
 U/Lln(1-%Bound))
kad (1/s)
(fit to spatial data)
kad (1/s)
(analytic)
1.0 2.19 84 4.00  103 3.83  103 4.06  103
2.0 4.37 65 4.59  103 4.65  103 4.10  103
5.0 10.93 42 5.95  103 5.70  103 5.84  103
8.0 17.48 37 8.08  103 7.78  103 7.38  103
11.0 24.04 37 1.11  102 1.08  103 8.78  103
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method, we obtain k 
 2D/ln 10  2aV, k 
 8D/a2 
3V/8a, and kf 
 kkin/(kin  k). We compare the kf
obtained from our theory with the kf obtained from this
approximate method in Fig. 11 for  
 50. Within the
experimentally and physiologically relevant range of Pe, the
approximate method gives an error of 10–20%. This is
also true for other values of  (data not shown). This error
is significant, and it persists for all values of Pe. Because
convection is dominant in this range of Pe, kf is best ap-
proximated by kf under pure convection (D
 0). Our theory
clearly presents an accurate way to add the contribution
from diffusion to the one from convection in determining
the overall rate of binding.
Recently Finger and colleagues observed that shear above
a critical threshold is required to promote and maintain
rolling interaction through L-selectin (Finger et al., 1996).
This special behavior is not seen in the neutrophil rolling on
E-selectin or P-selectin, or for lymphocyte rolling on vas-
cular cell adhesin molecule-1, where the number of rolling
cells decreases with increasing shear rate (Finger et al.,
1996). (Other laboratories have reported that the shear
threshold is seen with some of these chemistries (Lawrence
et al., 1997); thus, there is a controversy to sort out.) At low
shear rates, the number of rolling cells increases with shear
rate, implying that reaction in this range of shear stresses is
transport-limited. Furthermore, a later study from the same
laboratory demonstrated the effect of flow rate on transient
tethering of lymphocytes to substrates coated with the ad-
hesion molecule peripheral node addressin (PNAd) through
the lymphocyte molecule L-selectin (Alon et al., 1997).
With a lowered density of molecules on the substrate, teth-
ering cells cannot convert to rolling. Tethering is the for-
mation of the first bond and hence provides the most direct
test of how the rate of reaction is affected by shear. It was
found that the rate of initial attachment increases, then
decreases with increasing shear rate. This is a direct proof
that relative motion improves the binding rate. Modeling all
of the shear threshold phenomena, including the decrease in
tethering for higher shear stresses, requires incorporating all
dynamic features that affect cell rolling, including the liga-
tion-dependent shedding of L-selectin (Walcheck et al.,
1996) and the high off-rate of L-selectin/PNAd bonds (Alon
et al., 1977) and is beyond the scope of this work. However,
the calculations presented in this paper provide the expla-
nation of one key aspect of the shear threshold effect—
namely, that the increase in binding with shear rate is due to
transport-limited binding, in which collisions between re-
ceptors and ligands increase with increasing shear rate.
APPENDIX A
We present here the solution of Eq. 13. For convenience, we will replace
T(r) with Y(r) and choose V to be in the x direction. Equation 13 then
becomes
V
Y
x
	 D2Y1 (A1)
The boundary condition becomes
Yr	 0 atr  a (A2)
A particular solution for Eq. A1 can easily be found:
Ypx/Vr cos /V (A3)
Now we need to obtain the complementary solution, Yc, which satisfies
V
Yc
x
	 D2Yc 0 (A4)
Similar to the derivation of Eq. 5, we pursue a separation-of-variables
solution. Let H 
 cos ,  
 V/2D, and G 
 Yc e
Hr. Multiplying Eq. A4
by eHr, we obtain
2G
r2
	
1 G
r r
	
1 H2	2G
r2 H2

H G
r2 H
 2G 0 (A5)
Seeking a solution in the form
Gr, 	 Rr		 (A6)
we obtain two ordinary differential equations,
	 2 0, r2R	 rR 2r2R 2R 0
where  is an arbitrary constant. The solution of the  equation is
 A cos  	 B sin  (A7)
Because of symmetry and the condition that () 
 (  2), the
solution is now written as
n An cos n, where n 0, 1, 2, . . . (A8)
From the condition that G is finite at r 
 0, we obtain the solution of the
R equation as
Rn Inr	 (A9)
Thus the appropriate solution of Eq. A4 is given by
Yc e
rcos
n
0

AnInr	cos n (A10)
FIGURE 11 Comparison of the forward rate constant from our theory to
the one from Potanin et al. (1993). The forward rates for pure convection
(D 
 0) and pure diffusion (V 
 0) are also shown.
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And the boundary condition for Yc is now
Yc a/V cos  at r a (A11)
To satisfy the boundary condition,

n
0

AnIna	cos n  a/V cos eacos  (A12)
Using orthogonality, we obtain
A0
a
2VI0a	 
0
2
cos eacos d 
aI1a	
VI0a	
(A13)
An
a
VIna	 
0
2
cos  cosneacos d

aIn1a		 In1a		
VIna	
(A14)
Therefore the solution for Eq. A1 is
Y Yc	 Yp e
rcos 
n
0

AnInr	cos n  r cos /V
(A15)
APPENDIX B
This appendix represents an alternative solution to the two-dimensional
transport rate constant. We can determine a forward rate constant by
solving a 2-D averaged convection-diffusion-reaction equation:
D2C V
C
x
 kinr	C (B1)
The boundary conditions are
Cr	 C at r  (B2)
Cr	 finite at r 0 (B3)
Because the reaction occurs only inside the reactive circle,
kinr	 0 when r a (B4)
kinr	 kin when r a (B5)
Let  
 r/a,  
 Va/2D, and 2 
   2, where  is the Damko¨hler
number. Using a method of solution similar to that described in Appendix
A, we can solve Eq. B1 for the regions outside and inside the circle. For the
outside region, the solution is
Co	 C Cecos  
n
0

BnKn	cos n (B6)
The solution of the region inside the circle is
Ci	 Ce
cos  
n
0

AnIn	cos n (B7)
The integration constants An and Bn can be evaluated by means of the two
boundary conditions:
Co	 Ci	 at   1
Co	


Ci	

at   1
Using orthogonality, we obtain
A0
1
K1	I0		 I1	K0	
(B8)
An

21	n
Kn1		 Kn1		In		 In1		 In1		Kn	
(B9)
Because our goal is to obtain the total flux, J, through the reactive circle,
getting the solution for the concentration field inside the circle is enough.
The forward rate is related to the flux J by the expression kf 
 J/C. Thus
we can obtain a dimensionless forward rate as
kf/D
1
C
0
2 C

d  
0
2 aU
D
cos  C d
 2A0I1	I0	 I1	I0		
	 4
n
1

1	nAnIn1		 In1		In	
 In1		 In1		In		
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